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TRANSPORT AND THE ENVIRONMENT  COMMITTEE

AGENDA

21st Meeting, 2002 (Session 1)

Wednesday 19 June 2002

The Committee will meet at 9.30 am in the Committee Room 1, to consider the
following agenda items:

1. Rail Inquiry (in private): The Committee will consider possible areas of
questioning for witnesses.

2. Items in Private: The Committee will consider whether to take agenda items 4
and 5 in private.

3. Rail Inquiry: The Committee will take evidence from—

Iain Wylie, Director of Corporate Services, Strathclyde Passenger Transport

Hazel Martin, Head of Rail Franchise Management, Strathclyde Passenger
Transport

Councillor Alistair Watson, Convener of Land Services, Glasgow City Council
and Chair, WESTRANS

John Angell, SESTRAN

Frank Roach, Highland Rail Development Officer, Highland Rail Partnership

4. Rail Inquiry: The Committee will consider a draft response to the Scottish
Executive on the draft directions and guidance for the replacement of the Scottish
rail passenger franchise.

5. Work Programme: The Committee will consider its work programme.

6. Aquaculture Inquiry (in private): The Committee will consider a revised draft
report on the second phase of its inquiry into aquaculture.



Callum Thomson
Clerk to the Transport and the Environment Committee

Room 3.5, Committee Chambers
0131 348 (8)5208

e-mail Callum.Thomson@scottish.parliament.uk

The following public papers are relevant for this meeting:
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TRANSPORT AND THE ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE

Enquiry into the structure and funding of the rail industry in Scotland

Submission by Strathclyde Passenger Transport Executive

Strathclyde Passenger Transport Executive (SPTE) considers that delivery of
the UK Government’s and Scottish Executive’s aspirations for an integrated
transport system requires policy integration at the governmental level.   In its
responses to consultation on the Scotland Bill, SPTE, with the full support of
its Passenger Transport Authority, therefore argued that the proposal that the
provision of rail services in Scotland should be a reserved matter was
inappropriate, and that railways in Scotland needed to be considered within
the same political, financial and administrative framework as road-based
transport and domestic ferry and lifeline air services, i.e. on a devolved basis.
SPTE also pointed out that the rail network in Scotland was only linked
physically with that in England at two places, and that the overwhelming bulk
of Scottish rail passenger journeys (95%) were internal to Scotland.

SPTE assisted in the drafting of amendments to the Scotland Bill which would
have addressed this deficiency, but the need for these amendments was
overtaken by the “McLeish settlement”, announced in the House of Commons
on 31 March 1998.  In his statement, the Scottish Office Minister for Home
Affairs & Devolution told the House:

We regard it as essential for the overall regulatory regime to be a
reserved matter.  The Government is nevertheless committed to
delivering a policy that gives appropriate oversight of Scottish rail
passenger services to the Scottish Executive….

In regard to passenger services that both start and end in
Scotland…Scottish Ministers will have sole [emphasis added]
responsibility for issuing objectives, instructions and guidance to the
new rail authority that it is proposed should be established under
forthcoming legislation.  That responsibility will be exercised within the
overall Great Britain strategic policy framework for railways, and will
allow Scottish Ministers to instruct the rail authority on matters such as
service levels and fares policies, within relevant contractual
constraints. [Hansard, col 1062]

The press statement that accompanied this announcement [Scottish Office
news release 0679/98] was headed:

“Devolution settlement to bring major railway responsibilities for Scotland”,
and contained the following quotation from the Minister:

Our aim is to deliver an integrated transport strategy, which ensures
that railways will be run in the public interest and in a way which meets
Scotland’s needs.
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Support for the logic of this approach to Scotland’s railways was provided by
another UK Minister, the Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for the
Environment, Transport and the Regions (Ms Glenda Jackson) in an
adjournment debate on railways in Wales on 8 July 1999. Drawing the
distinction between Wales and Scotland, the Minister made the point that:

The position is different there [Scotland] because the network is largely
self-contained.  A Scottish policy will not have the impact on the rest of
Great Britain that a Welsh policy might have, nor will it fragment
Scottish services. [Hansard, col 1286]

The Scottish Executive’s view of the role of these railway responsibilities was
set out by the Minister for Transport and the Environment, Ms Sarah Boyack,
in a statement to the Scottish Parliament on 7 October 1999.   Noting that

Those functions are to be exercised within a Great Britain strategic
policy framework for the railways

Ms Boyack went on to explain:

That will ensure that standards of performance management,
operation, safety and security are applied consistently across the rail
industry.

Her statement was therefore consistent with Mr McLeish’s statement in the
Westminster parliament that “the overall regulatory regime” would remain a
reserved matter.

In the broader context, however, the Minister stated:

Railways are a vital part of an integrated transport policy for
Scotland…. The rail network can, and does, help to reduce the
negative environmental impact of cars and lorries, and provides fast,
increasingly comfortable, punctual and reliable links between most of
the country’s principal cities and towns.

I know that there is much to be done.  The measures in the Railways
Bill give the Scottish Executive the powers to ensure that the rail
industry works in partnership with Government to help deliver a better
deal for passengers.

Responding to questions, Ms Boyack added:

I think it is exciting that we are now talking about our future priorities for
expansion of the railway network in urban and rural parts of Scotland.
It is not an agenda to be delivered overnight, but the Parliament should
take this challenging objective forward.  [Official Report, cols 1180-90]
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It seems to SPTE that the clear intention of Ministers in 1998 and 1999 was
that the essential policy responsibilities for domestic Scottish railway
passenger services should transfer to Scotland, and that the matters reserved
to Westminster and Whitehall would be primarily regulatory and any issues
arising from high-level GB strategy.  So far as the latter is concerned, there is
clearly an issue relating to cross-border freight and Inter-City services, but in
other respects it is not obvious why there needs to be any differentiation
between the strategic road network – which has been fully devolved for many
years – and railways.

SPTE is concerned, however, that as Westminster legislation has developed
and as the administrative momentum of the Strategic Rail Authority (SRA)
has built up, a process appears to be emerging which could have the effect of
weakening the intention of the original McLeish settlement.  In particular, the
2000 Westminster Transport Act allows the SRA – an appointed body – to
overrule at its own hand the instructions of Scottish Ministers if it considers
these to be inconsistent with instructions it has had from the UK Secretary of
State, or if it considers that there will be an adverse financial impact on its
own budget.  There is, however, no corresponding restriction on the SRA’s
ability to act in relation to cross-border passenger franchises or freight
services in a manner which could impact adversely on the Scottish
Executive’s own budget.

This potential encroachment on the policy responsibilities of Scottish
Ministers for domestic Scottish railway passenger services also appears to
have been reinforced by the way in which the SRA’s new responsibilities for
Railtrack are being applied, particularly since Railtrack plc was placed in
railway administration.

SPTE has long been concerned at the lack of a transparent audit trail
between the very substantial sums paid annually by ScotRail for track access
and the amount that is spent on maintaining and enhancing the network in
Scotland. While the Rail Regulator, in his first periodic review of Railtrack’s
access charges, has increased the degree of cost-reflectivity in these
charges, 80% of the charge is fixed and amounts in effect to a tax on all
passenger train operations to meet Railtrack’s aggregate costs.  SPTE
believes that, despite the Regulator’s efforts to improve cost attribution, the
underlying basis on which much of these costs are charged to individual train
operating companies remains flawed, and that ScotRail’s track access
payments are effectively cross-subsidising those of other operators.   Given
that track access charges account for a large proportion of ScotRail’s total
cost base which is underwritten by the franchise payments made by the
Scottish Executive, both directly and through SPTE, this distortion impacts
immediately on the Scottish budget.

In addition, since the timing and geographical distribution of significant
maintenance and renewal expenditure by Railtrack Scotland is ultimately
determined at the company’s London HQ, there is no mechanism for ensuring
consistency even in current cash flow terms between what Railtrack Scotland
earns in track access charges and what is spent on maintaining the Scottish
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network.  SPTE is extremely concerned by emerging evidence that
maintenance and renewal work at key locations in Scotland is being deferred
possibly for budgetary reasons, and that train performance is suffering as a
result.

This basic problem of lack of transparency in Railtrack’s expenditure
processes is reinforced when enhancement and upgrades are included, and
this is where the increasingly pro-active role of the SRA gives grounds for
concern from a Scottish perspective.   Firstly, some of the SRA’s budget for
directly funding enhancement projects, through the Rail Passenger
Partnership fund, was initially underwritten from funds generated within the
railway industry.  Again, therefore, this amounted to a transfer of money
generated by individual train operating companies in particular areas of Great
Britain to schemes elsewhere in the country. A more equitable approach
would have been the creation of a Scottish fund similarly underwritten. This
would have permitted the Scottish Executive to allocate funds for
enhancement projects which could have addressed some of the issues within
Scotland which led to the performance payments being due. There is no
evidence that the project by project allocation by the SRA has or will
endeavour to address issues proportionate to the funding in any geographic
area.

Secondly, through its control of the Incremental Output Statement process for
prioritising major upgrades of the rail network, the SRA again is effectively
controlling the allocation of funding – in this case underwritten from general
taxation – to particular parts of the network.  Over the past three years, SPTE
has observed the downgrading or slippage of the priority given to key
enhancement projects on its part of the network, most obviously the
upgrading of the line between Barrhead and Kilmarnock. As has already been
advanced in evidence to the committee, during its scrutiny of the Scottish
Executive 2003/04 budget proposals, SPTE has not received capital spending
consent at a level achieved in Strathclyde prior to local government
reorganisation or available to PTEs in the English conurbations. Accordingly it
has been unable to mitigate the impact of this further distortion to the
allocation of funds.

Thirdly, since Railtrack was placed in Railway Administration, there is
increasing evidence that the SRA is influencing the allocation of scarce
professional resources within the company and thus effectively determining
the priority with which projects can be developed to the implementation stage.
Again, this has affected projects within both the SPT area and Scotland as a
whole.

SPTE is therefore concerned that the centralised mechanisms through which
track access charges are funnelled and by which most network
enhancements are funded creates an immediate tension with the aspiration
behind the McLeish Settlement, that the management and development of
the domestic Scottish railway passenger network should be a devolved matter
which contributes to the achievement of an integrated Scottish transport
policy.  While it acknowledges that Scottish discretionary funding – in the form
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of the Public Transport Fund and Integrated Transport Fund – also have a
valuable part to play, SPTE’s experience over recent months has been that,
even where funding is available, progress on key projects can be blocked
because of their inability to access technical resources which are controlled
from London.

SPTE has had more than a quarter of a century’s involvement with the
operation of a contractually provided regional passenger railway network.  In
many respects, current trends and tendencies within the British railway
industry amount to a greater degree of centralisation than when the British
Railways Board operated a single nationalised railway entity.   Until
privatisation, the Scottish Office exercised devolved responsibility for funding
major enhancements of the SPT network through Section 56 of the 1968
Transport Act, and revenue funding of both train operations and railway
infrastructure was managed through the Scottish block on the basis of an
entirely transparent set of accounting principles.  While there was some
involvement with the BRB at headquarters level, this was small in comparison
with SPTE’s current interaction with London-based railway bodies such as the
SRA, the Office of the Rail Regulator, Railtrack, and the Association of Train
Operating Companies.

This increasing centralisation is not only confined to the passenger railway.
The Scottish Office’s responsibilities for grant assistance to rail freight
projects also preceded the Scotland Act, and this was an entirely devolved
matter. One effect of the recent Westminster Transport Act was to require the
Scottish Executive’s exercise of its powers to assist rail freight to conform to
SRA standards.

SPTE’s view is that the present structure and financial arrangements for the
railway industry in Scotland do not assist in the objective of facilitating the
railway’s contribution to an integrated transport strategy in a devolved
Scotland, and on the basis of current experience are presently an actual
hindrance to the attainment of that aim.  It considers the argument for an
active role by the Strategic Rail Authority north of the border to be overstated,
and possibly to be based on a misunderstanding both of what railway
passenger needs are in Scotland and of the safeguards that are provided for
the integrated operation of cross-border freight and passenger services
through the regulatory machinery and as a result of European Union
requirements for technical interoperability – there is no possibility in practice
(for example) that signalling systems in England and Scotland could develop
in ways which prevented the operation of through services.   Both historically
in Britain and elsewhere in Europe there are many example of successful
operation across the boundaries of different railway administrations – a
pertinent example is the Eurostar service between London and Paris and
Brussels, which exceeds Virgin West Coast’s frequency of cross-boundary
services.

SPTE also considers that Railtrack’s present track access charge regime
distorts the funding arrangements for the ScotRail franchise, and makes it
difficult both to establish a level playing field for comparisons between
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different modes of transport in Scotland and to command priority at a GB
level for railway infrastructure investment in Scotland.  This is a separate
issue from whether Railtrack should be restructed in Scotland in a vertically-
integrated form – the question is simply one of ensuring greater accountability
and transparency for access charges that are raised in Scotland.

M C Reed
Director General

2 May 2002
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EVIDENCE TO TRANSPORT AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT
COUNCILLOR ALISTAIR WATSON, CHAIR OF WESTRANS.

The negotiations that the Scottish Parliament will be initiating for the renewal of the ScotRail
franchise will have to include a commitment to provide additional capacity in the rail network.

A recognition that commuter traffic between Scotland’s five main cities, Glasgow, Edinburgh,
Aberdeen, Dundee and Inverness will increase quite substantially over the next 10 to 15
years and increases in the rail capacity between these cities will be necessary.

 If I may categorise what I feel should be the priorities.

1. A recognition that the signalling system currently in operation between the five cities
is inefficient and requires substantial upgrading.  This could be implemented along
with the construction and implementation of new safety equipment, which has
become essential following the recent Potters Bar train crash.

2. If we are to achieve a substantial increase in rail patronage throughout the Scottish
Rail Network there has to be substantial enhancements in rail capacity to allow the
operators, both passenger and freight, to grow their market to meet the government’s
10 year Transport Plan.

3. There must be sufficient rail links to our major airports and our seaports, including the
recently opened Euro Ferry Terminal at Rosyth.

4. Integration – there must be more emphasis placed on the promotion of through
ticketing similar to the Zone Card currently operated by SPT. With the new
technology available through Smart Cards it is now possible for commercial
operators to share revenue risk.

5. The upcoming rail franchise should be structured such that the operator of the new
franchise will include in its bid some of the large engineering projects that will be
required to enhance the network.

6. I believe that Railtrack or its successor Network Rail should be retained as a U.K.
wide infrastructure provider to ensure continuity on cross boundary services in the
network.

7. Freight Services – Most of Scotland’s rail freight travels up and down the West Coast
Mainline and during the upgrading of the line, additional freight capacity must be
provided on it to ensure that rail freight contiues to grow.
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8. Safety – The Executive must place on the operators and the infrastructure provider
the obligation to provide the highest safety standards. All systems should not be
simply maintained at present levels but enhanced to incorporate the new technology
now available Europe-wide on train safety management systems.

9. Rail capacity enhancements between Glasgow, the central belt and Edinburgh.  As
the principle railway line between Glasgow and Edinburgh is the Queen Street to
Waverley line and the operator is experiencing some capacity problems, and if the
Executive is serious about growth in this area, there are alternatives available.  The
Glasgow Central to Edinburgh Waverley via Shotts could be upgraded, the Glasgow
Central to Edinburgh Waverley via Carstairs could also be used.  The Glasgow
Queen Street low level to Drumgelloch line could be extended eastwards to join up at
Bathgate and once again provide the additional capacity to allow that area to grow.
On the Glasgow Queen Street to Edinburgh Waverley line it is my understanding that
there are substantial capacity problems at Greenhill junction and there may be scope
for substantial junction improvements in that area to provide additional capacity.

10. The endorsement of the Glasgow Crossrail project would allow services north and
south of the river to be connected, particularly passengers travelling from Ayrshire to
the East of Scotland.

This concludes my written evidence.

Yours sincerely

Councillor Alistair Watson
Chair – West of Scotland Transport Partnership
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SUBMISSION TO THE TRANSPORT AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
FROM THE HIGHLAND RAIL PARTNERSHIP

To take the specific questions in turn:

1. The present strategic alliance between Railtrack Scotland, First
Engineering and ScotRail is regarded as a model of good practice within the
GB rail industry. There is a concern that vertically integrating operations and
infrastructure under one lead operator may marginalize the activities of
GNER, Freightliner and EWS who operate on our routes. However there is a
case for strengthening the Scottish Zone of Network Rail (the Railtrack
successor) to allow transparency of the relationship between access charges
and expenditure on maintenance and renewals. The differing responsibilities
of the SRA and the Executive should be more clearly defined.

There is a concern that the Transport Delivery Plan is aimed at urban
congestion busting. However, the rural network is capable of development (eg
Tain Commuter, Winter Sunday service to Kyle and Wick) and the SRA
growth target of 50% for passengers can be achieved on parts of the rural
network as there is capacity for new services without infrastructure changes.
The Partnership has developed two such schemes- Invernet and Westnet.
However, additional services on Inverness-Perth-Edinburgh  and Inverness-
Aberdeen will require substantial investment.

2. Passenger rail developments are funded  through the Public Transport
Fund from the Executive and Rail Passenger Partnership and Rail
Performance Funds from the SRA. It might be better to award Scotland a
proportionate sum of these last two funds. The SRA’s Incremental Output
Schemes will be funded from Central Government but there is no indication of
geographical spread.

Freight is covered by Freight Facilities Grants and Track Access Grants, both
administered by the Executive. The annual budget of the former is too small,
while the latter has seldom been awarded. If the Executive is serious about
reducing lorry miles it must increase the budget and simplify the application
process.

3. Rail is obviously important to the Executive, but the peripheral areas of
Scotland should not be left behind in the urge to solve urban congestion.
Resouces must be available Scotland-wide. Integration with ferries is of vital
importance, and this must be borne in mind when franchising Calmac.

4. We are pleased that the Directions and Guidance will base the new
ScotRail franchise on the existing, pre-emergency timetable, but urge the
Scottish Parliament to encourage bids which go beyond that minimum. The
rigidity of the OPRAF’s Passenger Service Requirement must not be so
concerned with first arrival times etc which may restrict an operator from
exercising commercial decisions.

Frank Roach, Highland Rail Partnership






















